You would like to improve your
team’s performance?

teamfixx

No problem with teamfixx!

®

better team performance faster
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Increasing time pressure has become common
reality. There is little time available when
it comes to working on difficult situations.

teamfixx is a method to address complex and
difficult situations. Within a short amount of
time it can provide clarity on the next steps.
teamfixx combines

The question is whether changes are
possible with very little time available?

 decades of practical experience in accompanying
and developing teams and

The teamfixx answer is:

 scientific findings of researching mediative and
collective competences.

“Yes, it is possible!”

What teams say about teamfixx

®

The teamfixx promise
If your team is in a difficult situation teamfixx can
get it back to working in only 3 hours.
The participants agree on further actions for dealing
with their difficult situation. Those can be verified
objectively.

www.teamfixx.com

What is teamfixx?

better team
performance faster

teamfixx turns the feeling of helplessness and
paralysis into motivating self-efficacy and
confidence.
Difficult situations are dealt with easier. teamfixx
can also be applied preventively and leads to even
better team results.

„… would never have thought that we would get to
any results so quickly... “
„… finally my opinion was heard as well…“
„… unfortunately there wasn‘t enough time to
resolve the relationship level …“
„…very effective and simple method which we can
apply ourselves…“

teamfixx® is a trademark of
SOKRATeam

Dr. Karl Kreuser • Thomas Robrecht
Feringastr. 6
D - 85774 Unterföhring
Tel: +49 (89) 203 44 568 I en@teamfixx.com
I www.teamfixx.com
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Our approach
We start with a phone call. Then you receive an
offer in writing which describes three steps:

Who is teamfixx suited for?

1. Clarification of assignment (1.5 hours)
The framework conditions required for teamfixx
are discussed and fixed with the client.

teamfixx is suitable for teams who are interested in
growing their effective and result oriented actions.
Typical cases:

2. Implementation (3 hours)
The team is led through the very structured
teamfixx process. At the end the team have
agreed on actions for their everyday work.

 A newly put together team is supposed to deliver
strong results.
 A team is facing a stressful change situation.

Preconditions for the success
with teamfixx

 Open or latent conflicts prevent a team from
performing well.

3. Efficacy evaluation (1.5 hours)
After 2 to 3 months time the efficacy of the
points agreed with teamfixx is evaluated
by all parties involved. .

There are three basic requirements:

 A team is no longer working smoothly.
It doesn’t matter how complex and tricky a situation
might be - we always guarantee an impact through
teamfixx: The team will definitely be able to work
again.

 Consistency of assignment
by both manager and team

teamfixx costs

 Transparent expectations
of the manager with regard to the result

We charge costs based on your requirements.
We would be pleased to provide you with a
personal quote.

 The team‘s willingness
to be led through the process

Get in touch

Suitable for international use
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teamfixx is available in German, English, Spanish,
French, Czech, Italian and Dutch.
CZ

DE

EN

ES

FR

IT

NL

I look forward to your call:
Katrin Ostermeier
+49 (89) 203 44 568
or arrange a telephone
appointment by email:
en@teamfixx.com
We look forward to guiding
your team faster to better results

